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2000 space collection for sale at mystic stamp company - get three historic u s stamp firsts in one set the 15 stamp
space exploration set includes the first four united states stamps ever to have a hologram as part of the design element the
set also includes the first round u s stamp and the first five sided u s stamp add them to your collection order right away,
space us stamp collections and lots for sale ebay - get the best deal for space us stamp collections and lots from the
largest online selection at ebay com browse your favorite brands affordable prices free shipping on many items, 2000 60c
probing the vastness of space mystic stamp company - join mystic s imperforate stamp club and save 30 collect some
of the scarcest us stamps issued in the last decade from 2012 to 2016 the usps issued extremely limited quantities of
imperforate stamps as few as 10 000 in some cases, 2000 hubble telescope images 33 cent pane of 20 postage - in
2000 the usps issued these 33 cents stamps depicting images taken by the hubble space telescope launched into space on
april 25 1990 the huge instrument can see the cosmos clearer than land based telescopes because of its position above
earth s distorting atmosphere, achievement and exploration 11 75 hologram stamp scott 3412 - scott 3412 space
achievement and exploration world stamp expo 2000 mint nh souvenir sheet product information item weight usps probing
the vastness of space sheet of six 60 cent stamps scott 3409 5 0 out of 5 stars 2 8 95 sc 3413 2000 landing on the moon 11
75 hologram sheet by usps 5 0 out of 5 stars 3, stamp catalogue us postage stamps 2000 - online stamp catalogue of
postage stamps value find stamps worth money from 2000 and postage stamp prices with the stamp collectors free stamp
catalogue and online stamp price guide for united states stamps stamp catalogue values for us postage stamps including
the baseball stamps of 2000 the space shuttle stamp the 23 cent broadway show stamp and stamp collecting values for the
fruit, united states of america stamps year 2000 1 28 - united states of america stamps year 2000 1 28 buy sell trade and
exchange collectibles easily with colnect collectors community only colnect automatically matches collectibles you want with
collectables collectors offer for sale or swap colnect collectors club revolutionizes your collecting experience, united states
stamps for sale ebay - ebay united states stamps browse hundreds of historical and recent u s stamps that depict
everything from presidents to penguins shop for great deals on new and used ebay usa stamps for your collection the usps
has been creating and distributing its own stamps since the mid 1800s, stamp collecting us stamp schedule 2000 - the
virtual stamp club as of august 6 2000 this schedule represents the latest information from a variety of sources as well as
our best guesses the information is subject to change and no responsibility is taken for errors omissions or changes updates
appear first in the forum s message board, u s space exploration history on u s stamps wikipedia - with the advent of
unmanned and manned space flight a new era of american history had presented itself keeping with the tradition of honoring
the country s history on u s postage stamps the u s post office began honoring the various events with its commemorative
postage stamp issues the first u s postage issue to depict a u s space vehicle was issued in 1948 the fort bliss issue, united
states space exploration topical stamps collectspace - united states space topical stamps the following provides
illustrations issue dates scott catalog numbers and related notes for each stamp issued by the u s postal service
commemorating human space exploration efforts, space stamps exploration and achievements - the 16 nation
international space station depicted in two u s holographic stamps has been under construction in earth orbit since 1998 it
has been continuously occupied since november 2000 by american astronauts and russian cosmonauts as well as shorter
term visitors from other nations, australia stamps year 2000 1 23 colnect com - australia stamps year 2000 1 23 buy sell
trade and exchange collectibles easily with colnect collectors community only colnect automatically matches collectibles you
want with collectables collectors offer for sale or swap colnect collectors club revolutionizes your collecting experience,
arago 11 75 dollar space achievement exploration - the postal service issued an 11 75 dollar space achievement and
exploration souvenir sheet featuring a circular commemorative stamp the first ever issued by the u s postal service in
anaheim california on july 7 2000 the stamp was designed by richard sheaff of scottsdale arizona and based on nasa
reference material, collectible stamps gallery space achievement - this high face value space achievement and
exploration issue was the first circular stamp issued by the united states issued july 7 2000 the stamp features an
extraordinary holographic image of the earth with the holographic animation design you can see the earth rotate 25 degrees
east and west the circular stamp is surrounded by circular selvage that features stars and text
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